Context. Data mining techniques must be developed and applied to analyse the large public data bases containing hundreds to thousands of millions entries. Aims. To develop methods for locating previously unknown stellar clusters from the UKIDSS Galactic Plane Survey catalogue data. Methods. The cluster candidates are computationally searched from pre-filtered catalogue data using a method that fits a mixture model of Gaussian densities and background noise using the Expectation Maximization algorithm. The catalogue data contains a significant number of false sources clustered around bright stars. A large fraction of these artefacts were automatically filtered out before or during the cluster search. The UKIDSS data reduction pipeline tends to classify marginally resolved stellar pairs and objects seen against variable surface brightness as extended objects (or "galaxies" in the archive parlance). 10% or 66 × 10 6 of the sources in the UKIDSS GPS catalogue brighter than 17 m in the K band are classified as "galaxies". Young embedded clusters create variable NIR surface brightness because the gas/dust clouds in which they were formed scatters the light from the cluster members. Such clusters appear therefore as clusters of "galaxies" in the catalogue and can be found using only a subset of the catalogue data. The detected "galaxy clusters" were finally screened visually to eliminate the remaining false detections due to data artefacts. Besides the embedded clusters the search also located locations of non clustered embedded star formation. Results. The search covered an area of 1302 deg 2 and 137 previously unknown cluster candidates and 30 previously unknown sites of star formation were found.
Introduction
Several large digital data archives have become publicly available during the last decade. The archive data of stars and extragalactic objects has been extracted from dedicated large imaging surveys in wavelengths from optical (e.g. SDSS) through nearinfrared (NIR) (e.g. the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. (2006) ), the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. (2007) ) to mid-infrared (MIR) (e.g. GLIMPSE) and far-infrared (FIR) (e.g. MIPSGAL). The catalogues contain hundreds of millions (e.g. SDSS) to thousands of millions (e.g. UKIDSS when finished) objects. Extracting information from a survey containing terabytes of data can naturally be done in the traditional way, case by case, in small restricted areas. But to really optimise the use of all the data, data mining techniques have to be applied. Data mining will allow to identify 'hidden' patterns and relations, which are not obvious, within the data (Brunner et al. 2001) . In astronomy data mining methods have been applied to various research areas such as object classification, forecasting sunspots, and selection of quasar candidates (McConnell 2007) .
The major part of star formation, be it low-or high-mass stars, takes place in clusters. The clusters are not bound and will eventually disrupt e.g. because of the Galactic differential rotaAppendices A, B and C are only available in electronic form via http://www.edpsciences.org tion (Blaauw 1952) . The stellar clusters trace therefore the recent Galactic star formation. The younger the clusters are the more compact they are and the more closely they are associated with the interstellar gas and dust clouds they formed in. Detailed study of young clusters still associated with their parent cloud will provide information on the star formation process and the stellar initial mass function (IMF) .
At the moment some 2000 Galactic stellar clusters are known. This is only a small fraction of the estimated total population of which a major part is obscured by interstellar dust to us and can not be observed in optical wavelengths. However, the extinction decreases at longer wavelengths and already at 2.2 microns in the NIR the extinction in magnitudes is only 11 percent of that in the V band (e.g. Rieke & Lebofsky 1985) . The ongoing UKIDSS Galactic plane survey (GPS) is three magnitudes deeper than 2MASS and offers the possibility of detecting stellar clusters which are either more distant and/or more extincted than those visible in 2MASS. The UKIDSS GPS will cover 1800 deg 2 of the northern Milky Way in JHK to the limiting magnitudes of J=20. m 0,H=19. m 1,K=18. m 1. The survey began in May 2005 and when finished will provide an estimated ∼ 1 − 2 × 10 9 detections (mainly stellar sources) in three passbands, i.e. ∼ 3 times that of the 2MASS whole sky survey. Searching automatically for a stellar cluster in the complete UKIDSS GPS is possible only using data mining techniques.
Clusters from infrared archive data have been searched for by Dutra et al. (2003) and Bica et al. (2003a,b) by visual inspection of 2MASS images. Mercer et al. (2005) searched the GLIMPSE mid-infrared survey for clusters using an automated algorithm and visual inspection of images. Froebrich et al. (2007) (FSR) used 2MASS star density maps to locate clusters. Samuel & Lucas (2008) and Lucas (2008 Lucas ( , 2009 Lucas ( , 2011 applied the ideas from Mercer et al. (2005) to look for clusters from the the UKIDSS GPS. In a recent paper Froebrich et al. (2010) applied the code by Samuel & Lucas (2008) developed for the cluster search in UKIDSS GPS data to investigate the old star clusters in the FSR list (Froebrich et al. 2007 ). Many of these newly detected clusters or cluster candidates have not yet been studied in detail.
This paper presents an application of Gaussian mixture modelling, optimised with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) to automatically locate stellar clusters in the UKIDSS GPS. The search algorithm and filtering of the catalogue artefacts have been described in detail. The search has so far been applied to the UKIDSS GPS DR7 covering an area of 1302 deg 2 . The data is described in Sect. 2 and the search method and results in Sects. 3 and 4. In Sect. 5 the data mining approach to cluster search, the results, supplementary information on the cluster candidates and selected individual cluster candidates are discussed. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.
The data
UKIDSS is conducted with the Wide Field Camera (WFCAM; Casali et al. (2007) ) mounted on the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) on Mauna Kea. WFCAM consists of four 2048x2048 Rockwell devices and a single exposure covers an area of 0.21 deg 2 . The photometric system used by UKIDSS is described in Hodgkin et al. (2009) and Hewett et al. (2006) . The WFCAM Science Archive (WSA; Irwin et al. in preparation; Hambly et al. 2008) holds the UKIDSS image and catalogue data products. The catalogue data is used for the automated search, and the image data for visual inspection of the cluster candidate areas given by the detection algorithm. The WSA releases the data in stages. The current 7th release for GPS covers 1302 deg 2 for the UKIDSS GPS K filter. Of this 819 deg 2 are covered in the J and H filters. This study uses all the data covered in the K band. Stars brighter than K = 10 m from the 2MASS survey are used for locating potential false positive clusters (see Figs. A.1 and A.2) .
Search method
The search method takes pre-filtered catalogue data, divided into overlapping bins of size 4 by 4 , and performs a maximum likelihood fitting of a mixture of a Gaussian density and a uniform background. On each bin the fitting is done using the standard Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm that is widely applied in a variety of sciences, and generally for data clustering in machine learning. The EM-algorithm has been applied for clustering in astronomy by Mercer et al. (2005) to discover new star clusters in the GLIMPSE survey, Uribe et al. (2006) to solve the stellar membership in open clusters, and Samuel & Lucas (2008) and Lucas (2008 Lucas ( , 2009 Lucas ( , 2011 to discover new star clusters in the UKIDSS GPS survey. Other applications in astronomy are by Martínez-González et al. (2003) to estimate the power spectrum of the cosmic microwave background, and by Yuan (2005) for the calibration of a high resolution spectrometer.
The algorithm
The catalogue data is treated using a mixture model consisting of two-dimensional Gaussian densities to model the stellar clusters and of homogeneous Poisson background to model the stars not belonging to the clusters.
where N is the number of sources within region A, K the number of modeled clusters, X the catalogue sources {x 1 , ..., x N }, and for Gaussian clusters the multivariate normal Gaussian density is
The model has three parameters: the mixing coefficients τ for the Gaussian clusters and the noise, and the means µ and covariances Σ for the Gaussian clusters. Coefficient τ 0 gives the proportion of stars belonging to the background and τ i gives the proportion of stars belonging to the ith cluster:
After initializing the model parameters (see Sect. 3.2 step 5), the EM-algorithm works by repeating two alternating steps, the E-step and M-step. The E-step evaluates the responsibilities i.e. the posterior probabilities of each point x i belonging to each group k using the current parameter values.
The M-step re-estimates the parameters using the current responsibilities
where
After each iteration round the log likelihood, that indicates how well the current model parameters fit the data, is evaluated:
The E-and M-steps are repeated until convergence is reached for the log likelihood.
The above formulation in Eqs. 1−5 of the mixture model and its estimation with the EM-algorithm is as in Fraley & Raftery (2002) , Bishop (2006), and Mercer et al. (2005) . In our model we fix the number of Gaussian clusters K to 1: we search smaller bins of data for one cluster at a time. We choose the diagonal covariance over the spherical and full covariance. The shape of a stellar cluster is usually not a circle. On the other hand the full covariance tends to suggest strong clusters in case of sparsely populated data bins or it might trap diffraction patterns of bright stars (see point i in Sect. A.1) or other beam-like artefacts.
For the diagonal covariance Eq. (2) changes to
and for the covariance matrix Σ = σ xx σ xy σ yx σ yy in Eq. (4) we have σ xy = σ yx = 0 and
Automated search
Clustering points in a two-dimensional space with the Gaussian mixture model is straightforward. However, the challenge in the UKIDSS GPS case is that searching for spatial densities among all catalogue data points without any other considerations locates clusters very poorly. Even if the data artefacts were filtered out it is likely that the clustering algorithm can locate only spatially compact star rich clusters if no additional data filtering takes place. This is because of the observed high spatial stellar density, strongly modulated by interstellar extinction, in the galactic plane. Sparse extended clusters do not sufficiently raise the spatial stellar number density to be caught by the algorithm. Therefore, suitable criteria must be applied to the data before clusters are searched for, i.e. the data must be pre-filtered. Clustered star formation, be it low-or high-mass stars, takes place in dense molecular clouds. The dust in these clouds reflects the light from the newly born stars and this can be observed as localised surface brightness. If the stars are still embedded in the parental cloud or if they are obscured by foreground dust clouds the surface brightness is best observed in the K band in which the interstellar extinction is the smallest of the UKIDSS filters. The presence of surface brightness is however not a proof of embedded clustered star formation. K band surface brightness can also be due to e.g. formation of an embedded single star, planetary nebula or scattering of the interstellar radiation field from dust clouds (see e.g Lehtinen & Mattila (1996) and Juvela et al. (2006 Juvela et al. ( , 2008 ). K band surface brightness can also be due to line emission from shocked molecular hydrogen resulting from interaction of molecular outflows from newly born low mass stars with the surrounding molecular cloud. Searching for surface brightness offers means to detect embedded star formation and stellar clusters.
The WSA catalogue data table gpsSource used in this study lists magnitudes of stars and galaxies detected in the survey but not explicit information on surface brightness. The catalogue parameter mergedClass is given for every object: -3 for a probable galaxy, -2 for a probable star, -1 for a star, 1 for a galaxy, and 0 for noise.
The star/galaxy classification is based on the object image profile used by the pipeline source detection algorithm (Irwin et al. in preparation) . The objects with intensity profiles similar to the UKIDSS WFCAM point spread function are classified as stars, the rest as galaxies (or noise). Scrutiny of the data base and the survey images reveals that the detection algorithm tends to classify most of the objects within regions of variable surface brightness as galaxies. Thus the classification is more precisely star/non-stellar than star/galaxy.
The pipeline feature of classifying objects seen superposed on variable surface brightness as galaxies can be utilised in the search of stellar clusters either embedded in or near molecular/dust clouds. Besides the clusters also single embedded stars with associated nebulosities, either due to outflow activity or reflection, will produce "cluster" detections. Even though the galactic plane is in the centre of the zone of avoidance a large number of extragalactic sources are seen in the catalogue. These are also, quite rightly, classified as galaxies.
A fraction of the catalogue sources are due to data artefacts. These artefacts are discussed in detail in Irwin et al. (in preparation) and Appendix 2 of Lucas et al. (2008) . The artefacts cause highly varying extended surface brightness which causes the pipeline to classify most of the sources within the artefact as mergedClass = +1 sources. In addition sharp features in the artefacts produce non-existent mergedClass = +1 sources. The data artefacts must be filtered out from the data before the EMalgorithm is applied as otherwise too many false clusters due to artefacts will be located.
The following artefacts have been addressed: Diffraction patterns of bright stars and diffraction spikes due to secondary mirror supports, bright stars at or near the border of the detector array, beams, 'bow-ties', cross-talk images and persistence images. The steps taken to allow for these artefacts are described in detail in online Appendix A.1.
The classification of sources fainter than 17 m in K as star/non-stellar objects is highly unreliable. These sources were filtered out from the data.
The parameter k 1ppErrBits contains the quality error information for each source detection of the K filter. We accept sources with k 1ppErrBits < 524288. The value 131072 ≤ k 1ppErrBits < 524288 for the K band quality error bit flag refers to a GPS photometric calibration problem, that has been fixed in DR8 (WSA 2012) . This value of k 1ppErrBits falls under the severity category of "Important Warning", but true sources can be found within such regions (e.g. clusters 107, 153, 154 and 155 in the list by Lucas (2009) ). We recognise that stars with k 1ppErrBits ≥ 65536 (the value 65536 corresponds to "close to saturated") are considered to have unreliable photometry. In order not to loose true positives we apply the higher limit of k 1ppErrBits < 524288.
The catalogue data table gpsSource contains 125 attributes for each detected object. We tested the usefulness of other parameters in our clustering effort, but ultimately our method makes use only of the star/non-stellar classifier mergedClass.
UKIDSS DR7 contains 631 117 002 sources measured in the K filter. Out of these 343 737 754 i.e. 54% satisfy the criteria K magnitude brighter than 17 m and k 1ppErrBits < 524288. These sources are divided according to the mergedClass Table 2 . The grey area marks the UKIDSS DR7 K filter coverage. Only the northern edge of the Taurus-AurigaPerseus star formation complex below the Galactic plane at l ∼ 170
• is shown in the lower figure. No cluster candidates and only one star formation location candidate were found in this area.
parameter so that a negligible fraction are probable galaxies or noise, 5% probable stars, 74% stars, and 19% galaxies. We end up using for the detection algorithm sources with K magnitude brighter than 17 m , k 1ppErrBits < 524288 and mergedClass = +1. These amount to 66 149 194 sources (∼ 10% out of all sources in UKIDSS DR7). Besides for excluding objects with K magnitude fainter than 17 m and point 3 below the magnitudes listed in the UKIDSS catalogue are in no way used in the automated search.
The automated search proceeds in the following steps. Only the K band data is used in the search.
1. The pre-filtered catalogue data is divided into smaller overlapping spatial bins of size 4 by 4 . Apart from bins at the dataset edges each bin overlaps one half of its neighbouring bins. 4 by 4 was chosen as a suitable size for the bin based on experiments with the cluster candidates in the list by Lucas (2009). 2. Remove false mergedClass = +1 classifications around bright stars and in the direction of the 8 diffraction spikes as explained in online Appendix A.1. 3. In order to track clusters with bright members the detection algorithm is run five times: once with all (filtered) input data and then using 80, 60, 40 and 20% of these sources arranged in descending order of the K magnitude. 4. The spatial coordinates are rescaled to the interval [0,1] to make all bins equally important but still allowing them to have differing means and variances. This step is relevant only for bins at the dataset edges and which are smaller than 4 by 4 .
5. In order to initialise the model parameters the data bin is divided into 16 subgrids to find the area with the highest spatial density. The initial value of the cluster mean µ is the center point of the subgrid with the highest density. The covariance matrix of the data points assigned to the subgrid with the highest density give the initial values for the cluster covariance Σ. The weights τ have as initial values the same value: τ 0 = τ 1 = 0.5. 6. Each data bin is represented by a mixture model of a background component and one Gaussian cluster component according to Sect. 3.1. 7. The EM-algorithm returns for each data bin a candidate cluster, i.e. an ellipse with the center point at the mean µ and half-axes determined by the covariance Σ. 8. Remove false positives created by bright stars at or just outside an array edge as explained in online Appendix A.1. 9. Rearrange the candidates in descending order of the Bayesian information criterion (BIC, Schwarz (1978) ). The BIC is used for rough comparison between competing models, and is defined as
where d denotes the number of degrees of freedom of the model, and n is the number of data points. For this model with background noise and one Gaussian cluster with a diagonal mode covariance matrix, d sums to 5: -Weights τ 0 and τ 1 with one constraint of normality: τ 0 + τ 1 = 1. -Means µ x and µ y .
-Elements of the covariance matrix σ xx and σ yy . 10. Merge cluster candidates closer than one arcmin to each other.
11. Remove from the list the cluster candidates catalogued in Bica et al. (2003a,b) 
Source screening
Images of the cluster candidate areas with BIC > 20 were retrieved from the database for visual inspection. Choosing 20 as the threshold value for the BIC gives 27599 cluster candidates which is a feasible number to inspect visually. Despite the effort to filter out data artefacts only ∼ 2% of these 27599 candidates are true cluster candidates, locations of embedded star formation, true galaxies or reflection nebulae. With the decreasing value of BIC the proportion of true candidates decreases strongly. The cluster candidates were visually inspected and the obvious false clusters produced by data artefacts were excluded. The remaining candidates were screened by inspecting more thoroughly visually the grey scale J, H, K and the false colour images (J coded in blue, H in green and K in red) obtained from the WSA. The WSA images are automatically produced and the grey/colour scales are not necessarily optimised for resolving the high stellar densities in many of the clusters and the extended surface brightness in the locations of star formation. In such cases the J, H and K fits files obtained from the WSA were used to produce grey scale and false colour images with better optimised intensity levels. Examples of such false colour images are shown in online Appendix C.
Visual inspection of many candidates revealed them to be galaxies or single stars with a reflection nebula. These we do not list. Such sources are expected since we search particularly for embedded clusters of non-stellar sources using the mergedClass = +1 criterion. Almost any object with surface brightness produces mergedClass = +1 classifications. Examples of false positive candidates are shown in online Appendix A.2.
The selection criteria for a source to be accepted as a cluster or location of star formation candidate were conservative and doubtful objects were excluded. The selection was based solely on the optical appearance of the candidates and no attention was paid on the brightness of the stars in the direction of the candidates and no minimum number of stars in a possible cluster was required.
Finally SIMBAD data base was used to search for astronomical objects within 2 of the remaining candidates and SIMBAD literature links to these sources were inspected to exclude sources previously classified as stellar clusters or star forming locations.
Results
The search located 137 cluster and 30 star formation location candidates which, to our knowledge, are previously unknown. The cluster candidates are listed in Table 1 and the candidate locations of star formation in Table 2 . The columns list (1) a running number, (2) source identification, (3,4) Galactic coordinates, (4,5) J2000.0 equatorial coordinates, (6) description of selected SIMBAD sources within 2 of the direction of the candidate and (8) references to selected publications in Table 3 .
The distribution of the candidates is shown superposed on the observed GPS area in Fig. 1 . The cluster candidates are marked with filled circles and the star formation location candidates as open circles. The candidates are distributed quite symmetrically around the Galactic midplane. As expected most of the candidates lie within two degrees from the Galactic plane. The surface density of the candidates is higher in the direction of the inner Galaxy (15
The area in the direction of the inner Galaxy includes 20 times more sources than of the outer Galaxy. Only the northern edge of the Taurus-Auriga-Perseus star formation complex below the plane scanned by the UKIDSS GPS is shown in Fig. 1 . No cluster candidates and only one star formation location candidate were found in this area.
4 by 4 images in JHK bands of the new cluster candidate areas are available in electronic form 1 . Most images show clear signs of reflected light in particular in the K band thus indicating embedded clusters or sites of star formation.
Cluster candidate 80 is shown in Fig. 2 . In the lower panel are the 4 by 4 UKIDSS JHK images of the cluster candidate area. Reflected light from surrounding dust is visible in the K image. Above the UKIDSS JH images is the same area from 2MASS. A faint nebulosity can be spotted but no cluster. The cluster becomes visible as a spatial density when 60% of the sources with mergedClass = +1 arranged in descending order of the K magnitude (the large circles in the catalogue plot above the UKIDSS K image) are fed to the algorithm. A millimetre radio source has been detected in this direction (Rosolowsky et al. 2010 ) but it has not been identified as a cluster.
Further K band images of typical candidates are shown in Fig. 3 . Location of star formation candidate 15 (Fig. 3a) has so far been identified only as an IRAS and a millimetre source. No stellar cluster is visible. Cluster candidate 116 (Fig. 3b) is visible as a galactic nebula in SDSS, but in the UKIDSS image there is a compact cluster. A second possibly associated cluster is seen NW of cluster candidate 116 in Fig. 3b . Cluster candidate 3 (Fig. 3c1) has around its location an IRAS source, an MSX source, an HII region, a submillimetre source, and a millimetre source. Expanded view of the cluster area using grey levels different from the WSA image is shown in Fig. 3c2 . The cluster structure is better visible than in the image provided by WSA.
Further example cluster candidates including their colourcolour diagrams are shown in Appendix B.
Discussion
Searching for spatial overdensities only in the number of stars in UKIDSS GPS is not fruitful. The number of stars in the Galactic plane is high and as a consequence sparse clusters do not increase the number of stars sufficiently to be detected. Also as strong extinction takes place in the Galactic plane the actually observed number of stars is highly modulated, and this modulation produces structures which trigger our model. One major culprit for the difficulty of an automated search for stellar clusters lies in the UKIDSS data base. From automated search point of view, the data base is plagued by strong clustered artefacts which overshadow real structures.
Straightforward clustering of all objects without filtering of the data fails, and therefore additional search criteria must be adopted. The requirement of associated surface brightness via the mergedClass = +1, i.e. non-stellar classification, chosen in this work directs the search to embedded stellar clusters. This criterion takes advantage of the UKIDSS catalogue feature of classifying stars superposed on variable background as non stellar objects thus producing clusters of such objects. Additionally, besides the clusters, the search targets also the locations of nonclustered star formation. Other criteria which were tested did not prove out successfully. The search was conducted in 16 square arcmin bins at a time which means that spatially extended clusters are not detected unless they are strongly centrally concentrated. We choose the diagonal covariance over the spherical and full covariance. Using the threshold value of 20 for the BIC gives 27599 candidates out of which ∼ 2% are regarded true positive candidates through visual inspection of the candidate images. Out of these 167 (∼ 30%) candidates are stellar clusters or sites of non-clustered star formation not previously verified as such. The EM method, as applied in this work, performs well with the Bica et al. (2003a,b) and Lucas (2009) catalogue objects that are compact enough to fit the 4 by 4 window, but very poorly with the catalogue of Froebrich et al. (2007) that was compiled by searching for statistical over-densities only. Among the cluster candidates in the list by Lucas (2009) found also by our system are both nebulae and clusters with some or no nebulosity. Cluster candidates in the list by Lucas (2009) not found by our system were not found either because they did not represent themselves as clusters of non-stellar sources, or the BIC value given by our system fell under our cut-off value of 20.
Surface brightness due to embedded stellar clusters or star formation is only one indication of presence of such objects. Young, embedded stars are usually associated with infrared objects (e.g. IRAS or Spitzer), masers (e.g. H2O, SiO, methanol) and extended or point like (sub)mm sources. Early type stars are associated with HII regions. Numerous surveys for these star formation indicators have been conducted in the direction of e.g. colour selected IRAS sources. None of these indicators was used in the EM search. It is therefore of interest to study if one or more of these indicators have been detected in the direction of the new clusters and embedded star formation locations.
SIMBAD was used to search for sources within 2 from the cluster or embedded star formation candidates with the following results (the number of sources are given in parenthesis): IRAS point source (100), MSX source (38), (sub)millimetre source (60), maser (24), outflow candidate (4) and HII region (39). 31 candidates are seen in the direction of a Spitzer infrared dark cloud (IRDC). Cirrus-like IRAS point souces (IRAS detection only at 100 microns) were excluded. If the 100 micron IRAS flux was of low quality or an upper limit only a good quality flux rising from 12 microns to 60 microns was required. All the IRAS point sources listed as associated sources in Table 1 have IRAS fluxes rising from 12 microns to 100 microns, i.e. typical for embedded sources in star forming clouds. Mostly more than one of these indicators were seen in the direction of the candidates. 32 cluster candidates and 7 embedded star formation candidates were not associated with any object in the SIMBAD data base. The number of indicators seen in the direction of the candidates gives confidence that most of the new clusters or embedded star formation locations are real entities and not produced by chance nor are due to catalogue artefacts.
Although the EM-algorithm returns the half-axes of the ellipse covering the cluster candidate area, this method of clustering non-stellar sources produced by surface brightness is not adequate for deriving estimates for the cluster radii and the number of members. The radii could be estimated through visual examination of the images, but accurate estimates are outside the scope of this study. The UKIDSS GPS covers the direction of the Galactic anticentre. This region of sky is well visible from the northern hemisphere and has been intensively studied optically, in IR and in radio domain. The optical extinction in this general direction is also by far not so severe as the general direction of the Galactic centre. One would therefore not expect to find many previously undetected large and star rich clusters. Contrary to expectations a number of such clusters were detected (candidates 106, 107, 109, 110, 103, 114, 116 and 126) . Of these the clusters pairs 106-107, 115-116 and 122-123 are seen in the same 4 by 4 image. Clusters 107 and 109 have many different SIMBAD indicators of star formation seen in their direction, 114 an IRAS point source and an HII region, 116 and 126 an IRAS point source and reflection nebulosity. Cluster 115 has no associated indicator. The small apparent size indicates that these clusters lie far in the outer Galactic plane. IRAS point sources in the direction of cluster candidates 107-110, 114-120, 124-128, 130, 132, 134, 136 and 137 and location of star formation candidates 25, 26, 28 and 30 have been included in the CO survey of , who have extensively studied the star formation in the outer Galaxy during the past two decades. Further detailed study of these sources will shed light on the star formation history of the outer Galaxy.
Further insight to the cluster candidates can be obtained by investigating their (H−K, J −H) colour-colour diagrams. Images and colour-colour diagrams of selected cluster candidates are shown in online Appendix B, Figs. B.1 to B.6. The colour-colour diagram is a useful tool to investigate the cluster properties and membership of individual stars if the photometric data is accurate. The background surface brightness and crowded stellar fields in the direction of many of the new cluster candidates makes accurate photometry, especially for the faint stars, difficult. UKIDSS sources brighter than 17 magnitudes in K and classified as non-stellar were used to find the cluster candidates. In the following "cluster indicator" refers to UKIDSS sources (both stellar and non-stellar) in the cluster direction brighter than Of the example clusters in online Appendix B for cluster candidates 114 and 116 a large fraction of the cluster indicators lie within the reddening band. For the other candidates either a large (cluster candidates 20 and 110) or a major fraction of the cluster indicators lie to the right (cluster candidates 9 and 43) of the reddening band. The position of objects right of the reddening band could be explained by infrared excess caused by circumstellar dust but such a high number of these stars in the clusters is not expected. According to the colour-colour diagrams the foreground extinctions towards the cluster indicators are up from 10 magnitudes (early spectral type assumed) up to 30 or more magnitudes. This is a reasonable value. If the extinctions were significantly lower these clusters would have already been detected in the optical. Dedicated NIR imaging of these clusters is needed to obtain accurate cluster indicator photometry.
Notes on individual candidates
Cluster candidate 5 is seen at the edge of a dense dust cloud. Cluster candidate 18: the nebulous object seen to NW of the cluster position of this candidate is associated with a methanol maser that has been listed in three studies : Caswell et al. (1993) , Błaszkiewicz & Kus (2004) and Szymczak et al. (2000) . The maser from the Caswell list is used as an example on pp.17−20 in a presentation by Lucas (2008 With the exception of cluster candidates 5, 17, 23, 56, 63, 66, 69, 72, 75, 76, 81, 82, 83, 86, 93, 97, 98, 99, 102, 103, 105, 111, 113, 115, 119, 121, 122, 125, 129, 130, 131, 133, 135 and 136 and location of star formation candidates 2, 6, 11, 12, 17, 19, 25 and 29 the rest of the candidates are associated at least with an IRAS point source, most also with other indicators of star formation. Many of our candidates are included in various studies:
-Classified as star forming regions (SFRs) based on sub-mm continuum imaging of IRAS sources selected from radio ultracompact HII region surveys . (Cluster candidates 3, 6, 14, 15, 24 and 29 and location of star formation candidates 1 and 5). -Suspected sites of massive star formation based on millimetre continuum emission survey toward regions previously identified as harbouring a methanol maser and/or a radio ultracompact HII region . (Cluster candidates 1, 3 and 18 and location of star formation candidates 1 and 5).
-Included in a millimetre continuum and CS spectral line study of massive star forming regions in very early stages of evolution, most of them prior to building up an ultracompact HII region . (Cluster candidates 4, 12, 19, 20 and 27 and location of star formation candidate 8). -Included in a study of 850 µm and 450 µm continuum emission seen towards a sample of high-mass protostellar objects (HMPOs) . (Cluster candidates 4, 12, 19, 20 and 26 and location of star formation candidate 8). -Included in the APEX submillimetre survey that searches for massive pre-and proto-stellar clumps in the Galaxy in order to shed light on the early stages of star formation ). (Cluster candidates 4 and 6). -Identified as Extended Green Objects in a mid-IR survey by their extended 4.5 µm emission that may be an indicator of outflows specifically from massive protostars . (Cluster candidates 19, 48 and 54 and location of star formation candidate 1). -Included in a submillimetre survey whose primary goal is to identify and characterise HMPOs ) (Location of star formation candidates 8 and 9). The region studied is near the open cluster NGC 6823 to which candidate 8 has a distance of 4.3 and candidate 9 15 . -Bubble candidates from GLIMPSE .
(Cluster candidates 8, 27, 28, 31, 33 and 53). -Identified as zone of avoidance galaxies ZOAG G166.81-03.20, ZOAG G167.06+03.46, ZOAG G167.42+03.45 (Saurer et al. 1997 ) and ZOAG G228.10+00.80 (Seeberger et al. 1996) . (Cluster candidates 109, 110, 112 and 137).
In general radio surveys find circumstellar dust envelopes and disks, and cold cores of molecular clouds. In areas where a radio telescope sees only a point source or signs of e.g. an ultracompact HII region, the UKIDSS images show structures of surface brightness and single stars thus verifying the results of the millimetre/submillimetre radio surveys of suspected star forming regions.
Zone of avoidance galaxies (ZOAG) have been identified in the direction of four of the new cluster candidates (109, 110, 112 and 137) . False colour images produced using the WSA fits files in online Figs. C.1, C.2, C.3 and C.4 (cluster candidate 110 is presented also in Fig. B.3 in Appendix B) show that instead of being extragalactic sources they are Galactic clusters. A cluster of individual stars are seen in all figures. This would not be the case if the objects were extragalactic.
The discovery of the UKIDSS stellar cluster in the direction of SH2-105 was serendipitious. It is not surprising to detect a stellar cluster in a HII region. On the contrary, it would be surprising not to find one. The cluster was discovered while inspecting the effect of bright stars to the GPS catalogue. The UKIDSS catalogue data is plotted in Fig. 4 . The large filled circles are non-stellar sources brighter than 17 m in K and the crosses are sources that are listed in 2MASS but not in UKIDSS GPS. The UKIDSS K band image is shown in the right panel. Even though an obvious cluster is seen in the K band image practically no stars are listed in the catalogue. The presence of the bright star prevents automated star detection and thus produces a void into the catalogue. The small "cluster" NE of the bright star in the UKIDSS catalogue data is produced mainly by the diffraction rings around the star. The serendipitous detection of the SH2-105 cluster indicates that GPS images may hold many objects, clusters or other, which can not be found using the GPS catalogue because the data is either missing or corrupted.
Summary
While the mixture model used here is an effective method to automatically locate clusters in a large amount of data, the ratio of true positive to false positive candidates given by our system, even though the input data was heavily filtered, is still poor. The processing of the data before it is given to the algorithm is at this stage quite limited: we start by choosing the non-stellar sources and proceed with removing potential false positives before and after the algorithm gives a list of candidates. Also judging from all the false positive examples presented here the mergedClass stellar/non-stellar classifier is often unreliable. This is to be expected within nebulous regions and in the vicinity of very bright stars, where the surface brightness also has a steep gradient. Also such classifiers are unreliable for low signal to noise ratio detections and marginally resolved stellar pairs are often misclassified as a single non-stellar source.
Conclusions
We have used Gaussian mixture modelling, optimised with the Expectation Maximization algorithm to locate embedded stellar clusters and locations of star formation from the UKIDSS Galactic Plane Survey data release 7. Taking advantage of a feature of the UKIDSS stellar classification method which tends to classify stars superposed on variable surface brightness as non-stellar objects we have targeted clusters associated with enhanced sky surface brightness, i.e. mainly embedded clusters. Approximately 10% (66 million objects) of the UKIDSS GPS DR7 objects in K band brighter than 17 m are classified nonstellar. However, the UKIDSS catalogue artefacts due to e.g. bright stars mimic true high surface brightness areas and produce clusters of objects classified as non-stellar by the UKIDSS pipeline. Without a proper filtering image artefacts strongly overshadow true clusters in an automated search. Despite heavy filtering only a few percent of the cluster candidates produced by the automated search turn out not to be data artefacts or false positives. Besides clusters also a number of candidates for locations of star formation were found. The real clusters and locations of star formation had to be visually selected from the list suggested by the automated search.
After discarding the already known clusters and protostars 137 previously unknown stellar clusters and 30 locations of star formation were found. An IRAS point source is seen in the direction of most of the new clusters and locations of star formation. An IRAS source is considered to be associated with a candidate only if it is close enough to the candidate, and the flux density increases towards 100 microns. Besides the IRAS point sources other indications of a still ongoing star formation (e.g. (sub)mm, MSX and maser sources) are detected in the direction or near a large part of the detected clusters. As expected most of the detected clusters or star formation locations are tightly concentrated on the Galactic plane. Relatively few clusters were detected in the direction of the northern Galactic plane. This possibly indicates that most of the northern clusters have already been discovered as this part of the plane has been more thoroughly investigated than the southern plane. However, some of the new northern clusters in the direction of the Galactic anticentre are massive and deserve to be investigated in more detail.
We will continue our search with the future UKIDSS releases. The part of the galactic plane which is not visible at Mauna Kea is being surveyed in the NIR by the VISTA telescope at Paranal observatory. Search for southern clusters down to the same limiting magnitude as the UKIDSS data will thus be possible in near future. Notes.
(S ) Source classification from SIMBAD: IRDC stands for infrared dark cloud, of? for outflow candidate, bub for bubble, Mas for maser, (s)mm for (sub-)millimetre source, 2MASX for 2MASS extended source, RNe for reflection nebula and DNe for dark nebula. 
